ArtFormNFT
ArtFormNFT is a Crowd funded NFT Marketplace
Launchpad providing infrastructure for BSC NFT
protocols to launch in a secured and fast way.
Value created in the Launchpad (partnerships
and sales) are sent back to Holders via
buybacks and burns of $ARFT token.
Deflationary tokenomics with BNB reflection
feature.

Business Case
The business case is built on analysis of the opportunities in the current NFT market.
The opportunity
The current NFT marketplace focus on a B2C model, marketplaces
create the medium where the artists are able to mint and sell their art in
an economically beneficial way.
Analyzing the market need, we identified the B2B area where many
protocols need a platform they can afford to list the art created that
serves the use case for their tokens. The opportunity for us was clear,
creating a B2B NFT marketplace where the other protocols can afford
to launch in a quick and secured way.

The product
We are building ArtFormNFT as an NFT Marketplace Launchpad,
serving thousands of protocols currently trying to create an NFT
economic value for theirs tokens. Enabling protocols and artists to
create digital collectables (in the form of non-fungible tokens,
NFTs) using BNB operating on Binance Smart Chain Network via the
main platform.

The business model
Platform as a service for different protocols renting space on our
marketplace with affordable prices, also, we will offer vetting and
background checks on the value of the protocols.

Our Mission
Our Mission Is To Empower small investors to own a part of a dynamic and growing NFT
Marketplace Launchpad.
A Launchpad serving other protocols to create NFT utility for their tokens and serving our investors
to maximize ROI on their $ARFT.

Digital currency

Token utility via volatility value
capture and BNB distribution

User/Partner On boarding

The most user-friendly onboarding
system on BSC to NFT marketplace
for buyers and sellers

Multi - chain

Starting on BSC to on-board users,
extension to SOL/Polygon/EtH

Never ending development
Development team working on
an entire ecosystem around the
protocol

Key features
THESE ARE THE 3 key features to create the back-bone of ArtFormNFT Ecosystem:
NFT Marketplace
Launchpad

Tokenomics

Distribution

Deflation built-in:
Benchmarked best tokens
launched and supply
adjusted to best short and
long-term price increase

Presale design to allow the
best distribution among
holders with max allocation

NFT marketplace
Launchpad serving sellers
and partners

Anti-Whale: Max sell level
built in the presale contract
protecting the price from
sharp fall

A voting system to adjust the
roadmap as community
extends ownership of the
protocol

10% of each transaction are
redistributed to every $ARFT
holder every 60 minutes as
BNB
5% of each transaction
added to liquidity increasing
price floor and creating
better liquidity optimized
slippage

Launch on pancakeswap
with high liquidity to protect
from slippage

What is ArtFormNFT?
A fair distribution rug proof reflect token on the BSC Chain, with value extraction from NFT
Marketplace Launchpad
Ticker

Asset Type

Max Supply

$ARFT

BEP-20

1 000 000 000

ArtFormNFT

Circulating
supply

Total Burned
250 000 000

750 000 000

Time Since
Launch
06-11-2021

Economic Utility

Ecosystem Utility

ArtFormNFT auto yields rewards just for holding it. Every
transaction incurs a 15% fee “Reflection” (10%-holders , 5%
Locked liquidity). The 10% tax are used to buy BNB and
distribute it to ArtFormNFT holders every 60 minutes. Hold and
earn while others buy and sell to automatically get your
rewards.

ArtFormNFT will offer the ability to extract value from a
large NFT marketplace. Currently no open
B2B NFT marketplace exists on BSC and very few closed
proprietary markets with great communities behind it.
You are getting part of the Launchpad fees and
every NFT sale. Every partnership or NFT sale burns ArtFormNFT.

10% Holders

Auto farming without
need to interact with
contract; in BNB

5% LP

Price floor going up

% Sale

Every NFT sale will get a
% of BNB to buyback
and burn ArtFormNFT

% Partnership

Every Partner using the
Launchpad will pay a fee. %
of it will be used to buyback
and burn ArtFormNFT

Token utility
Economic utility
ArtFormNFT will offer the ability to extract value from a
large NFT marketplace. Currently no open
B2B NFT marketplace exists on BSC and there are
very few closed proprietary
markets with great communities behind it. You are
getting a part of the Launchpad fees and %
of NFT sales.

10%

Sales

Every NFT sale will get a % of BNB to
buyback and burn $ARFT

5%

Partnership

Every Partner using the Launchpad
will pay a fee. % of it will be used to
buyback and burn $ARFT

Tokenomics Quadfecta
Multiple Passive Income Stream
Quadfecta:
We are designing the new tokenomics prioritizing the token holders, every part of the
infrastructure will give more utility to ArtFormNFT
BNB

Volume of transactions will be taxed and redistributed to Holders

Partnership

Part of the paid partnership will be distributed to holders

Royalties

% of every NFT sale will be distributed to holders

Value creation

The utility will bring value to the protocol as a whole and then
price increase for $ARFT

Monetizing process
We designed a monetization process with $ARFT token as the main beneficiary.

Partnership launch

NFT Sale

Investing capacity

Improve

Protocols pay a fee to create
their own section on our
marketplace

Partners bring their
NFT/Aritist to our platform
and sell their NFTs

Buybacks and burns will
increase $ARFT Value and
then the marketing and
Dev wallet to create
activity on protocol

Inject more partnerships,
generate more fees, pay
more holders, repeat!

Contact us

https://artformnft.finance
info@artformnft.finance
https://twitter.com/artformnft
https://t.me/artformnft
https://t.me/artformnftannouncements
https://m.facebook.com/ArtFormNFTfinance
https://www.instagram.com/artformnft.finance/

